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SUMMARY
We look at the effectiveness of using
Apache Pig for Financial Analysis of real
Equities and other securities
securities. By using a
cluster of multiple notes,
notes large data sets
of financial data can be analyzed
y
with
scalable processing times

Data Collection Reuters

Data Processing
g–
Apache Pig

MOTIVATION
• Financial analysis
y is the basis of Algorithmic
g
trading
• Using larger datasets can improve one’s
ability
bilit tto ttrade
d iin th
the market
k t
• M
More accurate
t predictions
di ti
and
d prediction
di ti
models can be built with larger datasets
• Currently the market uses R
R, R Parallel and
Excel to perform data analysis. Only a very
small subset of systems are Hadoop based
• Big Data is the next generation of
Al ith i Trading
Algorithmic
T di (Qin
(Qi 2012)

BACKGROUND
• Financial Analysis includes calculations
such
h as Correlation,
C
l ti
Average
A
Return,
R t
Sharpe Ratio,
Ratio Regression and many more
• Traditionally such calculations are
performed using Excel, R, Python but are
restricted to one machine and the resources
it can provide.
id
• Di
Distributions
t ib ti
such
h as R Parallel
P ll l allow
ll
for
f
parallel processing of data within one node
but data is still constrained by the system’s
resources

APACHE PIG
• Ideal for Research and Machine Learning
• Uses high level language “Pig Latin” (fig 1.
shows example of Pig Latin)
• Allows User Defined
f
Functions ((UDF))
• Compiler
C
il produces
d
M R d
MapReduce
j b
jobs
• C
Can be
b used
d with
ith Amazon
A
Elastic
El ti M
Map
Reduce
• Built for processing
>> A = LOAD ‘myData’;
myData ;
>> Dump A;
Figure 1: An example of Pig Latin

DATA WORKFLOW FOR ANALYSIS
• Firstly data needs to be collected
collected. In this
case we use the Reuters Database provided
p
by Sirca to gain access to data
• We only use the CSV export tool because
th API requires
the
i
special
i l access
permissions
permissions.
• Collected data is then pre-processed using
a series of Python
y
Scripts.
p This is
recommended so queries can be faster
when
h running
i through
th
h Pig.
Pi
• P
Pre-processed
dd
data
t iis th
then processed
d in
i
Pig Initially we test the data by generating
Pig.
Correlation between two data streams.
• We output a series of text files that contain
processed output
• We then verify the output using R
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Figure 2: Proposed workflow for Collection
Collection, Processing and Analysis for Financial Data (Chauhan 2012)

WORKING WITH BIG DATA

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

• Data files generated from Reuters vary
largely in size.

• Allows for ‘Big
Big Data
Data’ to be processed

• A one year data stream of the Australian
Dollar, including the time stamp, open,
close,
l
bid and
d ask
k prices
i
per tick
ti k generates
t
a4
4.1GB
1GB CSV file

• Build a Hive Data Warehouse and pipe data
into it for analysis

• A file of this size cannot be opened in Excel
– Tested on a 6 core machine with 32GB
RAM
• A file of this size can only be pre-processed
in python if read line by line
line. This file would
need to be pre
pre-processed
processed to be used in R
unless the machine has more RAM than
required for the entire file, the OS, R and
any other services
• This file can be easily processed using Pig

PREPROCESSING DATA
• Involves the processing
p
g of missing
g data
• Any
y ticks missing
g data are omitted from
calculation
• Often ticks have missing data when two
d t streams
data
t
are combined
bi d due
d to
t timeti
zone conflicts

• Can be used in real
real-time
time with live data

• Work with high frequency/low latency Nanosecond data

FUTURE WORK
• Develop
p Hive Data Warehouse to store prep
processed data and use for further analysis
and
d reporting
ti
• Use
U Reuters
R t
API for
f d
data
t
• D
Develop
l preprocessing
i scripts
i t to
t process
data from Reuters API
• Use Hive Analysis to generate trading
strategies
g
for next generation
g
Algorithmic
g
Trading
• Implement into existing Algorithmic Trading
workflow
kfl
for
f faster
f t and
d larger
l
data
d t
processing

CONCLUSION

PIG - USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS

This is the first time that MapReduce data
processing has been applied to financial data.
The evolution of Apache Pig as a scripting tool
as well as its implementation on Hadoop
makes this the ideal platform for financial data
processing.
p
ocess g This
s allows
a o s for
o scalable
sca ab e and
a d cheap
c eap
processing using Amazon Web Services and is
an industry changer.

• Pig has built in mathematical functions
required
equ ed to
o pe
perform
o operations
ope a o s
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• Files need to be read line by line so there
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g
CSV files
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gg
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y sees a 2x speedup
p
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node cluster (fig 3)
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Figure 3: Testing Correlation on a 4.1Gb CSV
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